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The Giant delivery bike
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Sizes One size fits all

Colour Standard white or black with branding on the frame

Box Delivered with fonrt and or rear box(es)

Frame Giant Aluxx aluminium

Gears None: smart automatic pedal assist system

Motor Yamaha mid-motor: Giant SyncDrive C Life, 70 Nm

Range Roughly 80-100km on full battery*

Battery 500W

Charging time 4 hours

Tyres Extra wide tyres for good roadholding and grip 

Lights Double front lights for good visibility

Belt Has a belt instead of a chain for sustainability

Pedals Special flat pedals for extra grip

Saddle Easily adjustable saddle for all delivery workers

Handlebars High bar so one can sit upright and maintain visibility

Kickstand Extra sturdy kickstand 

Brakes Hydraulic disc brakes at the front and back 

Battery Fire-safe battery due to space between the cells



The service concept
The service concept of ConnectBike contains the following:

• ConnectBike’s organisation, which will provide service cycles at 

least 6 times a year to make sure service KPI’s are being met and 

bikes are productive 100% of time. All ConnectBike’s employees 

are trained by Giant to meet the highest standard.

• Emergency service, such as ANWB in the Netherlands or Touring 

in Belgium, will, in most cases, provide support within 60 minutes 

from the moment the incident has been reported.

• Swap-bikes: to make sure that the bikes are productive 24 hours 

and 7 days a week, ConnectBike can provide swap-bikes to make 

sure meals can be delivered to consumers without any downtime.

• Maintenance partners: such as Ateljee and Werkmmaat in Belgium 

or Etrix in Switzerland will have the know-how and skills to serve 

the ConnectBike bikes as their own bikes.

• Insurance: will cover all cost related to damage or theft of the 

bikes on condition that bikes are properly taken care off.  
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Partners
Giant was established about 40 years ago. Its aim 

is to produce the best bike in the world and it 

succeeded: with Euro 2 billion in sales, it is the 

largest and best bike producer in the world, with 

sales in Asia, the US and North West Europa as 

their local markets.
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BNP is the most important lease partner of 

ConnectBike. BNP is the biggest bank in Europe 

considering assets on the balance sheet with an 

annual turnover of Euro 40 billion and with 

184.000 employees active in 75 countries. The 

head office is based in France.

Allianz provides insurance for the bicycle. Allianz 

is the biggest insurance company in the world 

with 140.000 employees and is active in 70 

countries, based in Berlin, Germany. 



References & quotes

Quote Domino’s Pizza

‘Your bicycles are a thousand times better than the old ones. All our 

delivery workers want to use the Deliver-E. The delivery boxes hold up 

well, the bicycle is very stable - even when on its kickstand - and bike 

trips are great! I haven’t had any negative comments about it at all 

from the delivery workers. Nothing has broken - it’s a sturdy bike and 

very reliable.’

Quote Takeaway

‘The new e-bike is amazing. The battery life is excellent. Thanks to the 

thick tyres, the e-bike does really well over bumpy roads and tram 

tracks. This increases safety for our delivery workers.’
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Pricing
• The lease price for “standard package” and “package with delivery box & 

stickers” includes fees for service & maintenance, road assistance and 

insurance in the Benelux. 

• The purchase price for the “standard package” and “package with 

delivery box & stickers” does not include a Euro 45 fee for service & 

maintenance, road assistance and insurance in the Benelux.

• Outside Benelux, pricing needs to be discussed.

• Transport and administration: Euro 75 respectively and Euro 100 per 

shipment in the Benelux.

• Spare parts: when properly used, no additional costs will be charged.

• Pricelist validity: per 1 January 2021, changes will be communicated 6 

months in advance.

• All prices are excluding VAT.
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outside (mm) Inside (mm) Weight (kg)

Delivery box soft 50L 460x460x340 380x380x335 2,5

Delivery box hard 85L 570x550x335 550x490x310 6,8

Delivery box hard 120L 570x530x440 550x470x415 8,0

Accessories

Specifications

12 24 36

Standard package 2.395 165 135 120

Package with delivery box & stickers 2.595 175 143 125

Extra battery 600 50 25 17

Delivery rack front or back 52 4,3 2,2 1,4

Delivery box soft 50L 115 9,6 4,8 3,2

Delivery box hard 85L 125 10,4 5,2 3,5

Delivery box hard 120L 150 12,5 6,3 4,2

Stickers battery 15 1,3 0,6 0,4

Stickers jacket protector 15 1,3 0,6 0,4

Sticker delivery box 28 2,3 1,2 0,8

Products (in Euro's)

Lease period in months

Purchase price



Summary - USP’s

1. The bike: developed in close cooperation with Domino’s Pizza 

and some other food delivery chains in the Netherlands. The best 

tested in pilots with customers in the Netherlands, Belgium, 

Germany and Switzerland.

2. The partners: like Giant, BNP and Allianz are the strongest in 

their categories. This makes it possible for ConnectBike to deliver 

high volumes in foreign countries.

3. References: all customers see a clear advantage in our concept, 

not only the bike but also the service, which is fast, pragmatic 

and customer friendly.

4. Service: it is clear what you get, no additional invoices by the end 

of the month. Cost of spare parts are, in most cases, covered by 

ConnectBike.

5. Pricing and SLA: competitive prices and a service level 

agreement aimed at 100% use of the bike, 24 hours and 7 days a 

week.
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Thanks for your attention
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URL: https://connectbike.net/


